
Permission for Oracle 
 
Please check and describe the material(s) that Oracle Corporation and its subsidiaries (“Oracle”) are being given permission to 
use (the “Properties”).  Further descriptions and examples can be attached as appropriate. 

__  Trademarks (this includes company names and logos)     __ Drawings, diagrams, pictures or screen shots 
__ Written material (this includes all or parts of articles and white papers)   __ Other   

__ Likeness and testimonial (this includes name, biographical information, likeness, portrait, image, picture, voice, quotes, all or parts of 
interviews and information obtained from interviews)  
  
 
 
 
 
Oracle seeks permission to use the Properties in materials and activities that promote Oracle’s products or services (“Oracle 
Promotional Materials”).  If you would like to limit use of the Properties to specific Oracle Promotional Materials, please check 
and describe those Oracle Promotional Materials in which Oracle may use the Properties.  Further descriptions and examples can 
be attached as appropriate.  If you choose not to limit Oracle’s use of the Properties, leave this section blank. 

__  Advertisements   __ Press releases   __ Web content 

__ Case studies    __ Event materials  __ White papers 

__ Customer references   __ Presentations   __ Other  
 
 
 
         
 
 
On behalf of my company (“Company”) and myself, I grant Oracle permission to use the Properties as part of the Oracle 
Promotional Materials.  This includes the worldwide right to copy, translate, broadcast, transmit, distribute, exhibit, perform, 
publish and display the Properties as incorporated into the Oracle Promotional Materials.  Oracle is granted no other rights to the 
Properties and acknowledges that it shall not gain any proprietary interest in the Properties. 
 
Oracle is under no obligation to make use of or to provide compensation for any of the rights or permissions granted.  Oracle 
shall be the exclusive owner of all right, title, and interest, including copyright, in the Oracle Promotional Materials. 
 
This Permission may be terminated at any time with thirty (30) days written notice to Oracle.  The continued use of the Properties 
in Oracle Promotional Materials placed in third party media prior to termination shall not be deemed to violate this Permission. 
 
I am authorized to agree to the above on behalf of Company and myself. 
 
 
Authorized Signature:  _____________________________  Date:  ____________________________ 
  
 
Name:  __________________________________________ Title:  ____________________________ 
 

 
Company:  _______________________________________ Address:  __________________________ 
  


